
® D i s c o v e r  
B e y o n d ™

The small ships of Victory Cruise Lines are designed for discovery, setting the scene  
for new routes of exploration within North America. Within these vessels, guests will find spaces large and 

comfortable enough to pamper every need, yet intimate enough to enjoy personal moments.  
Each all-inclusive voyage features artful,regionally-influenced cuisine, enriching onboard lectures, 

immersive shore excursions, engaging entertainment and so much more. 

DISCOVER BEYOND.

DESIGNED
for discovery. 

OUR ALL-INCLUSIVE FARES INCLUDE: 

 
1-NIGHT PRE-

CRUISE HOTEL STAY 
UNLIMITED INCLUDED 
SHORE EXCURSIONS 

UNLIMITED 
 BEVERAGES 

OPEN BARS  AND 
LOUNGES 

ALTERNATIVE 
 DINING 

LIVE, DAILY 
ENTERTAINMENT 

AND ENRICHMENT

UNLIMITED 
WIFI 

24-HOUR IN-ROOM 
DINING 



Set sail in 2022 and discover treasures beyond the horizon on an epic Victory Cruise Lines voyage. 
The world opens in captivating new ways from the decks of our sleek small ships, designed for coastal 

exploration. Come aboard to discover a vacation beyond expectations.

ALASKA
Join Ocean Victory™ and venture into the heart of untamed Alaska. 
Throughout the journey, certified naturalists, naturalists and 
expedition leaders of art will be there to share their experiences.  
Each day will be filled with exploration, from guided kayak groups to 
expert led zodiac adventures for behind-the scenes discovery. 

GREAT LAKES
Ancient civilizations. Mysterious creatures. Eons of legends and lore. 
Explore our mystical “inland seas” — the Great Lakes. Native cultures 
and regional traditions create unparalleled connections to sacred 
spaces. Wildlife flourishes in boundless stretches of diverse shoreline.

CANADA & NEW ENGLAND
A distinctive domain awaits — proud and independent, rich in history, 
bold in spirit. Marvel at majestic maples in hues of henna, scarlet, 
ochre and gold. Rugged coastlines, crisp breezes, craft brews and 
creamy chowders fresh from the sea highlight the joy of cruising 
through New England.

SOUTHEAST U.S.A.
A cruise up or down the East Coast enriches the mind and delights 
the senses. The grand Atlantic Ocean, vast and ancient, inspires 
art, poetry and music. Visit colonial and coastal treasures, soak up 
Southern graciousness and sink your toes into sandy beaches.

MEXICO & THE YUCATÁN PENINSULA
Color and culture burst along Mexico’s storied coastline. Explore lush 
rainforests, prehistoric ruins and mythical vestiges of Mesoamerican 
tradition. Walk in the footsteps of indigenous peoples, bask in the 
beauty of beachside oases and sample signature spices from the region.

Ocean Victory™  200 Guests             Victory I®  202 Guests             Victory II™  202 Guests

BEYOND ORDINARY.

BEYOND 
Imagination.

I N AU G U R A L  S E A S O N

®

Contact Cruise World on 09 917 4440  |  0800 500 732
info@cruiseworld.co.nz  |  www.cruiseworld.co.nz

For bookings contact:
AGENCY
PHONE
EMAIL:


